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Universal higher education is the most generally accepted educa-
tional philosophy throughout the.United States today, This national 
commitment has been steadily increasing in popularity since the latter 
part of the 19th Century, Changes in higher education are the result of 
societal demands and changes call for constant reappraisal not only by 
society but also by educators, Most changes meet with resistance but 
changes in educational practice should be reappraised periodically with 
the welfare of the student and society in focus, 
The implementation of an admissions policy for higher education, as 
provided for by the Constitution and Statutes of the State of Oklahoma, 
is one of the responsibilities of the Oklahoma State Board of Regents for 
Higher Education, In meeting this responsibility, it is the view of the 
State Regents: 
that every high school graduate in Oklahoma who has the desire 
and ability, and who is willing to put forth the necessary 
effort, shall have an opportunity to improve himself through 
further education at some institution in the state system, (1) 
Within the state, there is an institutional classification system, 
Admission requirements vary as to classification, If a first-time 
entering studel').t does not meet the requirements at the university level, 
then he should look to the senior college level to determine if his past 
academic success qualifies him for admission there, Apparently, due to 
many factors, the .State Regents,feel.that if a student fails to meet 
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the admission standards at the university level, then the probability of 
academic success for this student would be much higher at the senior 
college level, or at the two-year college_level. The educational welfare 
of the student and the opportunity for that student to make satisfactory. 
progress toward his goal is the premise from which the Regents act. 
The academically-disadvantaged student within our educational system 
is confronted with many problemso Two of the primary obstacles to be 
overcome by these students are: 1) conformation to present admission 
standards at the university level, and 2) the lack of an adequate advise-
ment program which will assist them in choosing a.curriculum particularly 
suited to their individual needs, To be admitted and then attain some 
degree of success under our present system is an endeavor in which too 
few succeed, Thus, there would appear to be a compelling need for 
universities and colleges, both public and private, to provide provi-
sional admission standards and/or policies, particularly for the 
increasing number of academically-disadvantaged young people. 
Perhaps administrators.and educators would be well-advised to re-
evaluate and re-organize the existing.academic structure to assist the 
academically disadvantaged, It would appear that we attempt to fit the 
student to our existing academic and curricular structure rather than to 
modify or add new programs which might better serve the student, 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem for this study is to determine if the existing summer 
provisional admission program at the Oklahoma State University provides 
adequate means to determine a student's ability to succeed academically 
during regular term enrollment. The question may be stated more 
specifically: Does the existing summer provisional admission program 
provide adequat~ means to dete:rxnine a student's ability to succeed in 
college during regular term enrollment? 
Research Question 
There is a significant relationship between college freshman summer 
session grade point averages and participation in two types of provi-
sional admission programs at the Oklahoma State University. 
Purpose of the Study 
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This study was designed to investigate the existing summer provi-
sional admission program at the Oklahoma State University in order to 
determine the effectiveness of the existing program as an adequate means 
of facilitating student growth during the following quarter, The purpose 
of this study is to review two summer-·session college freshman groups 
during the years 1969 through 1973 in regard to academic success as 
defined by continued enrollment at _the Oklahoma State University. 
The question of who and how one gets.into college has become a major 
public issue. Many educators have called for a highly selective admis-
sion program. Simply calling for a highly selective program and 
implementing one that is fair to the majority of the students who apply 
creates problems that are most difficult. Because of the many factors to 
be·taken into consideration, there is .no one simple answer to the 
admissions problem. 
This study does not pretend to suggest a cure-all program or policy 
which will alleviate the numerous problems associated with the 
academically-disadvantaged student. Information should, however, be made 
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available to this.select group of individuals.concerning our present 
admission policy, and how it affects them. This study will also indi-
rectly examine the present academic structure and existing programs which 
are being utilized by both the regular summer enrollee and the 
academically-disadvantaged summer enrollee. 
Operational Definitions 
The definition of terms listed below will decrease the possibility 
of misinterpretation or misunders~anding and will facilitate additional 
study by others in this particular area. The definitions relate only to 
this study. 
Admission Standards - The admission standards (for Oklahoma resi-
dents at Oklahoma.State University) are defined as the admission .Policy 
determined by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. They are 
as follows: 
Any resident of Oklahoma who (a) is a graduate of an 
accredited high school, (b) has participated in the American 
College Testing Program, and (c) meets at least one.of the 
following requirements is eligible for admission to either of 
the state universities in the Oklahoma State System of Higher 
Education. 
(1) Maintained an average· grade of "B" or above in the·. 
four years of his high school study (2.5 or higher 
on a 4.0 scale). 
(2) Ranked scholastically among the upper one-half of 
the members of his high school graduating class. 
(3) Attained a composite standard score on the American 
College Testing program which would place him among 
the upper one-,.half of h~gh school seniors, based on. 
twelfth-grade national norms. (30) 
Summer Probation Clause - The _summer probation clause is defined as 
the admission policy determined by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher 
Education for freshmen on academic probation. It is as follows: 
An individual not eligible for admission as stated above 
may, if he is a high school graduate and has participated in 
the American College Testing Program, be admitted "on proba-
tion" for study in any summer session, A student admitted 
under this provision who (a) carries a semester-hour load of 
six or more hours of regular college study, and (b) achieves 
a grade-point average of L 6 or higher (based on a 4, 0 scale) 
will be eligible for continued enrollment in the fall 
semester, (30) 
American College Testing Program Examination (ACT) - The ACT is an 
examination which measures a student's ability to succeed in various 
academic areas as compared with other students in nationwide testing, 
The ACT composite standard score is the mean score of the four areas 
tested: English usage; mathematics usage; social studies reading; 
natural science reading, 
Academic Success - A grade-point average at the end of the summer 
session which permits continued enrollment for the fall term is defined 
as academic success, (This ls a 1, 60 GPA based on a 4. 00 scale). 
Operation COPE - Operation COPE is the title of an experimental 
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research program which was available to a number of new freshman students 
on campus at the Oklahoma State University during the summer sessions of 
1968 and 1969, The program was specifica.11.y designed to serve the 
academically-disadvantaged student, 
Academically-Disadvantaged - The academically-disadvantaged student 
is defined as the summer-session freshman enrollee who failed to meet the 
admission requirements as listed above under "Admission Standards", 
Regular Summer" Enro~ - Any student enrolled in summer session 
classified as a first-time entering freshman who has met one of the 
admission standards for fall term enrollment is defined as a regular 
summer enrollee, 
Operation COPE St~dent - The Operation COPE student is defined as 
that student participating in the experimental program as listed above 
under Operation COPE. This student is also considered as "academically 




The author would caution against generalizations drawn from the 
findings of the descriptive project. This exploratory study is being 
conducted with several intervening variables not held constant. Age, 
intelligence quotient, family background, size of high school and other 
factors are not considered in regard to the probable effect on the par-
ticipating subject. The method of selecting the regular summer enrollees. 
(only those at one institution) would caution against generalizing the 
findings to other groups at different institutions. 
College selection and class choice by both groups other than the 
Operation COPE student is in no way controlled or suggestive in nature. 
The possible variables in grading technique by instructor is not consid-
ered by the researcher. Therefore, it is not determined which of the 
intervening variables will affect the outcome of the study or to what 
extent. 
The study should be considered as descriptive research, exploratory 
in nature with implications of possible additional research in regard to 
the academically-disadvantaged student. 
Remainder of the Report 
The remainder of the report is in regard to the following research 
question as presented in statement form. The research question is: 
There·is 1a significant rela~ionship between c91lege freshm.1:1.n SUJillller 
sess.ton grade· point averages ·and part~cipE!,tic:m' in two types of provi-
sional admissiqn programs at the Oklahoma ~tate _University. 
C.hapter·II, the review of literature; i~ presented wit~ the _follow-
ing divisions: 1) considerations .for determining admission policy, 2) 
charactel;"istics of freshman, college,students, 3) trend~ in college' 
admission, 4} the need forinstitutiona~ research, and: S).the summary. 
Cha:pter III, the research design an4 methodology, is presented with 
emphasis. in thEil nature of the· study, the selection. anq. description of 
subjects, data collection and analysis and design and procedures. 
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C,hapter IV, ·the. findings of the· study is presented with tabl_e and graphic, 
explanation and·a point biserial correlation technique.to examine the. 
research question. The swnm~ry of findings concludes the chapter. 
Chapter V, the summary, conclusi,ons .. and -recolllll!,endations, is the. final . . 
chapter of the study. Chapter V is followed by the selected bihliography 
and appendices. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
There .appears within our ._edu·cational system today many areas of 
vital concern to administrators, faculty, students; and the public, 
Admission standards at institutions of higher education is one such area. 
Admission and retention policy can be·better viewed if one explores 
existing conditions which affect such policies. The purpose of-this 
chapter is to prese~t (a) considerations for determining admission 
policy, (b) characteristics of freshman college students, (c) trends. in . . . 
college admissions and (d) the need for institutional research, 
The concluding section of this chapter focuses on the chapter 
sununary_and conclusions from a theor~tical frame of reference-devised 
from current literature pertaining to.the academiqally-disadvantaged 
student and his need.to achieve. Th,e literature cited in the chapter-
surrnnary is not ,presente4 as comprehensive in nature but reflects a broad 
spe~trum of current views by noted authorities in the field. 
Cons:i,.derations for Determining Admission Policy 
Many reasons are given to_justify various admissions policies for 
ins ti tutio_ns of higher learning, particularly in regard to the number of 
students att+acted to higher educatton, Therefore, it might be well to 
review so_me selected projections that may influence decisions concerning 
admissions for the years ahead. 
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In 1972, the national populati~n wa~ 208,800,;000 and by 1975 it is 
expected. tha-t;'the _population will increase·9.2 per.cent, to 227,400,000 
' . ·. . \ ·. . 
(44)~ · In 1972, the number of ·higher e<;lucational-instit~tions was 2;606, 
·. . . . ' 
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while the stude~t population was 9,124,000 (32). By 1975, it is expected 
that.the·stud.ent population will increase to 10,562,000 (32)~ Our 
. general populati1;m will increasE! 16 p~r cent and the. student population 
by 58·per cent in·thEl period from 1965 to 1975. 
In·l965:there were 775 junior celleges serving 1.4 million s-t;ude~ts 
(14). · It is ·.expected that by 1975 th~ number of junior cqlleges and 
their studel).ts will rise to over 1,000 and 3,000,0QO.; respectively (14),. 
an increase of .22 per cent for. these schools,. and 120 per cent for their 
students • 
. In ·regard to physical plants, the Edµcational Facilities Labo~atories 
has e~timated that new facilitie~ equl!J to twice all . the c~mpus buildings· 
erecteq since·Harvard opened its doors in 1636 will need to be erected by 
19i75 if,coll~ges expect to,meet,estimated demands. The Gove1:'J11Ilent pre-
dicts that the expenditures of $19 billion will be nece~sary for campus 
construction between new and 1975 (17). The implications are_that, 
colleges:and univel'.sitie~ w\ll be inundated by.students, ove:r;whelmedby 
rising c<;>sts, and badly pinched for space. A quote.from Carroll's 
Through the·Lookll+g Glass, seems to sum up the a'bove.information q'Uite 
well. 
hei:e yo~ see it takes all th_e running you can do to keep 
in.the same place~ If you Wal).t to"get sqmewhere,else, you 
must.run at least twice as fast as t~atl (7, p. 191). 
Thirty years ago, education usu.ally stopped at the end·, of secondary 
school, if .not before. Educatton today, in the cuz:rent. perspective, 
"··· is coming to be.though of as an.endless proce~s - a cradle-tq-grave 
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affair" (47, p. 14).· Just as it has been impressed on the American 
public the need for pre-school experiences as an educational process, 
after completion of the secondary school, college has likewise impressed 
most American parents; Students tend to a.ttach a greater importance to 
social and cultural factors than to financial, geographiqal, and academic 
factors which are usually favored by.the parents (4). . . . 
The condition of too m1;1.ny students and not enough room has led to a 
selective admissions policy based on part or all of the following: 
graduation from an accredited high school, rank in hi~h school graduating 
class, scholastic aptitude or other intelligence te~ts, recommendation of 
principal and teachers, personai interview, character .. refe~ence, and 
health record. Raymond Girod (11), Registrar at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity stated that scholarship is ranked as the most important of all 
considerations. 
Wrenn (52, p. 418) states that a college counselor should encourage 
a: student only if the student c~n successfully meet the scholastic and 
social requirements of the college.. However, when individual needs . 
conflict with those of tl)e in~titution, the institution is considered as 
most important (48). Wrenn goes on to point out that scholastic and 
social requirements should be based upon predictive studies and not on 
any single criterion such as grades, recommendations, or being the son or, 
daughter of an alumnus. 
Admission standards throughout,our educational institutions are 
determined by many factors. The combination of social demands; financial 
problems~ and increasing numbers of students each have their separate 
effect on state legislatures and boards of regents. A distinct and 
s~parate study on this aspect_of higher education alone might prove of 
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value. 
Characteristics of.Freshman.College Students 
The firs.t-:time entering college fres~an is uniquely an individual. 
Economic·an<;l. social backgrounds are many times important factors·in 
regard to the type of institution seleqted; however, throughout the 
United States today our institutions ·of .. higher-learning have be~ome, 
"melting pots'~ of people fr<;>m varied b~ckgrounds, all in direct competi-
tion for academic success. Since gr~des, in college are. still the 
criteria by:which academic success.is measured, it would appear.therf;} is 
a need for descriptive data·on first-:-time entering college students in 
order, to predict, if _poss:i,ble, the probability of success. 
Perhaps the following data collected by the American Council on 
Education in 1972 will help to supply-needed information about, the char-. 
acteristics o~ freshman college.students across the nation (46). A more 
recent:survey by.the American Council on ,Education (A.C.E.) in 1974 is 
pres_ented following the 1972 data. 
The 1972 study indicates. that the sense of alienation attributed to 
coUege students in recent years.is still very much in evidence, at least 
among freshmen. A nationwide survey indicates that this year's freshn_lan 
is generally less en.thusiastic ab<;>ut his · education and more prone to 
dis~ent.than_his predecessqrs . 
. The survey by the.American Councq on Education confirms a trend 
toward a more liberal political viewpoint among college students; how-
ever, it finds freshmen s~ight,ly less polarized this year and t~ose. 
identifying with middl~-of-the-;road views approaching a majority. Also, 
this y~ar's freshmen ar~ not:;ceably less interested in influencing 
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political and social developments than were last year's freshmen. Apout 
43 percent--compared with 39 percent last year--said an individual could 
do little to change society. 
In addition the survey found that current freshmen also are less 
ambitious ac;:ademically. Those expecting to.earn:only.an associate degree 
or no degree at all are 16.7 percent of the total, compared wit4 9.7 
percent last year. The proportion aiming at bachelor's, master's, and 
Ph.D. degrees has-dropped from 79.2 percent to 71 percent. Related 
statistics from the survey, the sixth of its kind in as many years, show 
that barely half of today's freshmen rate themselves about average in. 
academic ability, a 7 percent deciine. 
Also, when the students polled were asked why they decided to go to 
college, nearly a fourth said that a very important reason was that their 
parents wanted them to go. The proportion expecting to be satisfied with 
their college educ;:ation was down to 57 percent from 68.4 percent in the. 
previous survey. 
The freshmen also indicated a.reduced interest in developing a. 
"meaningful philosophy of life", in joining community-action or Peace 
Corps-type programs, and in keeping up with political affairs. They 
showed less interest in religion, too, as those with no religiaus 
preference.climbed tc;, 14.4 percent~ The previous year the figure was. 
908 percento 
The freshmen of 1972 have brough a substantial degree of protest 
history.to college--more than their predecessors. Nearly a third said 
they had.demonstrated for rl:j.ciat change and 11.5 percent said they had 
demo~strated against a military policy. 
Five years ago, the proportion participating in organized 
demo~strations of any kind in the._year'.before college was 14.9.perce,nt. 
The A.C.E., sutvey indicates that for the first time since 1967, a 
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maj'ority of _the freshman class-does.not think .college officials.have been 
"too lax" in dealing with campus protests. 
In-addition-the 1972 survey.has pointed to only a slight rise in the 
proportion of blacks among freshmen--up from 6. 1 percent in the 1971 
survey to 6.3 percent in 1972. The proportion has stayed at about.6 
percent for the·past several years. 
Alexander W. Astin, research director at the American Council on 
Edµcation,. termed t~is the "most discouraging" result of the survey. He 
said that a figure from last year's survey showing blacks acco1.1nting for 
9 ~ 1 percent of the freshman. class had been in error .. 
The survey produced useable data adjusted to provide national norms, 
from 171,509 freshmen e!ltering 326 institutions last fall. Among other 
findings: 
.•• More than three-fourths of the freshmen said they probably 
would vote in the .i972 Presidential election • 
••• About 37 percent favored ope:Q admissions--"adm;i.tting any-
one,who applies"--at publi<;:ly supported institutions. How-
ever, 77.5 percent agr~ed that the same standards for awarding 
college degrees should be used for all, even where . open-
admission policies were in force . 
••• There wa~ a decline in the proportion of freshmen expecting 
to major.in educat1on, engineerillg, the hum~ities, mathemat~ 
ics ,. and . the physical sciences. Preferences for 
pre-professional fields increased • 
• ;. Ninety percent said the federal government was not doing 
enough to control pollution. D.i~satisfaction with the-govern-
ment'-s role in consumer prote~tion rose from 66.2 percent last 
year to 76.6 percent.· 
New evidenc~ of the deteriorating ability of private higher educa-
tion to maintain its _share of student enroll111ents in the face of comp~ti-
tion. from the publi~ sector w_as release,d in a report by the Association 
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of American·Colleges (46}. The-re:r>0rt states that the annual.growth rate· 
of,undergraduat~ enrollmeptsat private institutions has been:steac:lily 
shrinking--from 3.6 percent bet~een,1965-66 and, 1966-67 to 0.5 percent 
between 1969-70-and 1970-71--at the-same time that the growth rate in the 
higher-education public sector has-been.rising.· 
Al though the · report . did ·nqt ·; c<;>ve:r 1 ~ 71-72, another report · by -the 
Carnegie Commission on Higher Educ.ation indicate~. that the _growth· rate· 
de9lined even mere· in 1971"'.',.to 0.2 percent.· If the enrollment picture 
for private institutions is to-improve, the A.A.C. report says, there 
must be both changes. in public policy to narrow thEl tuition ,gap between 
th~ public an<;l private sectorsiand m~re aggressive recruitn:ient_by the 
private inst:i:tutions .themselves. 
The A.A.C. repo~t was based on. a survey of 4.31 four'7year institu-
tions eonducted d11ring the early summer 0f 1970 by the Association's 
researcl?, director, WUliam W~ Jellema. The original .survey.collected 
data for .. the years 1965,..66 through·· 1969-70; additional information for 
. \ . . 
1970-71 was acquired in a follow-up. AltJ?.ough Mr .. Jellema is careful to 
point out that individual institut~ons,, states, or -regions may.defy.the 
averages, there is little doubt that private educational undergraduate 
enrollmepts ;are deteriorating on·· a national basis. 
A more recent survey (29) of ,the American Council of Education in 
1973 reflects that t~e 1973 college freshmen advocate greater.student 
freedom and independence, but are.more.religious and more."middle-of-the-
. . ' I • • • . ' 
road" polit:ically. This survey is _the ei~hth ann11al s11rvey of new fresh- . 
men by the.American,Counc;;il of Educati~n an4 indicates that·the 
proportion of new freshme-q. planning to obtain graduate degrees, which 
reached a l<;>~ point o~ 42. 3 per cent, in 1971 in the face of a severely 
tightening job market, increase4 to 56.9 per ce'l!t in 1973. This figure 
is the ,highe,st since the survey was· initiated in 1966. Directed by 
Professor Alexander W. Astin-of the.University of.California at Los 
Angeles, the survey is part·of a research program designed.to learn how 
students -are affe.cted by their. college experienc~s. Each class of 
entering freshmen is foll9wed·through its college years and beyond by 
means of periodic contacts. 
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Comparing the 1973 responses with responses received from those of 
1968 freshmen, ·new st4dents continued to show increasing support for the 
legalization of marijuana-48.2 per cent in 1973 compared with 19.4 per 
cent. in· 1970. The idea that college grades sl).ould be abolished appeared 
to be losing support dropping to 34.8 per cent in 1973 from 42.6 per cent 
in 1971. 
Although previous surveys showed a trend away from conventional 
religious.affiliations, the 1973 ·freshmen show-a reversal of this trend. 
The percentage. selecting "none'' as their religious preference, which had 
risen st;eadily fJ:om 6. 9 to. 14. 3_ between 1966 and 1972, dropped back to 
10.1 per cent in the 1973 class. 
Despite the dramatic political eve~ts of the 1972 year, the survey 
showed little shift in students' political orientations, although the 
slight con~ervative trend observed among new freshmen in 1972 was 
reversed in 1973, For the first time in the history of the survey, those· 
preferring a "middle,-of-the-road',' political position accounted for more 
than half of the new students. 
The percentage considering themselves "conservative" or "far right" 
declinedto 14 0 5 frqm 16.6, and those choosing "liberal" or "far left" 
moved to 34,8 from 35.4. Student attitudes continued to show the effects. 
of the ·women.' s movement, with nine in 10 agreeing women should receive 
the same salary ·and opportunities for advancement as men, in. comparable 
positions. In 1970 oniy eight in 10 agreed. 
· The characteristics of the modern-day college freshman have 
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apparently undergone. sevei;-al changes. during recent years. It is · obvious 
that private college ·enrollment is decreasing, changed values and beliefs 
are evident; and the college freshI1_1an occupie_s a separate and distinct 
place . in our educational system today. The next sectiqn of .the review of 
literature·examines trends in college admission in·relation to conside~a-
tions . for determining admission policy. · 
Trends,in College Admissions 
Probably very few people would argue with the right-of-university 
officials to set admission requi~ements for th~ good of t4e students who 
wish to enter, and.for the good of.society in general. Admission 
requirements, however, become arbitrary when· they·· fluctu1;1.te from year to 
year, dep_endent on the._number of .students who apply at a given college •. 
As a result of ac;lmission requirements.many thousands of boys and girls, 
anxious to further their education, are effectively stopped.at the end.of· 
their M,gh school career because they do not meet the arbitrarily est~b-
ltshed requirements of most colleges and universities. It has been 
suggested that parents,should plan their children's birth in a low birth 
yield year in order to assure acceptance in college eighteen years later. . . . 
In evaluattng high school creq.entials~ the present-emphasis is on 
English, mathematics, foreign language, natural science, and the social 
scie:i;1ces, coillII).only referreq to as "solid subjects" .or Carnegie units. In 
many cases, deviation from t}:lese subject areas can lead to difficulty in 
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entering college, stnce many colleges.are offering fewer remedial courses 
due to lack of money for operation of these programs. 
As Anderson (2) points out, students· enroll in college for many 
different reasons. Too often it is assumed that .most. students enroll 
because they have a well-directed plan to continue and advance their 
education to the end that they ·ma.y be trained to enter professj,.ons. or 
vocations of their choice. Obviously, however, many young men and women 
enroll in college because of parental pressure, because their-friends go, 
beca~se of a reluctance to go to wo:r;-k, because it is more inviting than, 
the Army, bec~use of the inability to find employment, or, because it is 
the-"thing·to do". Young people who are in college as.a result of some 
social press1:1re rather than, a wep-defined purpose will probably show 
less. persistence in their stay in college. because of lack of basic moti-: 
vatton, .. In a democracy howev,er, if a college education is desired, 
students are _not tq be excluded because they are not goal .. directed. A 
view conunonly acGept~d has been that every young person has the right to 
as much formal education as·he desi;res and finds economically feasible. 
Since fees that students pay will not s~pport a university, it .is neces-
sary. to .ask where the money is to come -from that will enable colleges. and 
universities to provide ;for all these who are capable.and desire a higher 
education, The question also arises as to wheth~r or not the present 
economy.of the United States ~ill be able to provide the prestige jobs 
usually associ~ted with employees holding a degree o;r degrees beyo~d the 
high s_chool level, These are questions which can only be answered by 
time and the willingness or unwillingness of the_American_public to sup-
port higher·educat:ton with th:eir tax dollars, 
Not only·do universities encounter. the problem of who.to educate and_ 
education for what purposes, but.educational research has brought other 
problems to the attention of the admissions officer, At the present 
time university officials often believe that they admit only the most 
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talented and academically promising students and that these students will 
become the leaders of the future. To determine who will be, educators 
have be~n basing their selection process on "intelligence" for years. It 
appears, however, that the more th,e con:cept of "intelligence" is 
researched, the more complicated it.becomes, Yet, students continue to 
be.selected for admission to college on the basis of intelligence and in 
relation to their ability to provide the _financial means to remain. . . 
For predictive purposes, most admission conunittees.still estimate a 
student's intelligence by the traditional yardstick.of school grades, 
test scores, and reports from teachers, School grades are accepted with-
out knowing either the kind of intellectual enterprise demanded by a high 
school teacher, or the kind that will be required by a college teacher. 
Admission officers, in their search for evidence of intelligence, still 
use reports from high school teachers, in spite of the fact that research 
reveals, according to MacKinnon (24), that these reports are inyalid 
except in those rare cases in which a teacher's method and standards are 
known to the college assessors, 
Many admission officers place great faith in a personal interview. 
Some admission officers can interview 30 students in five hours, at which 
point students are given an A-B-C rating which helps determine their 
priority for admission. 
Testing programs are much the same. Typical multiple choice tests, 
very popular for testing as-a part of the admission process, are_often 
indicators of what a student does not know rather than what he does.know. 
1.9 
In regard to student _recommendations,.personal qualitie~ of students 
h~ve been growing in the past few ye~rs, . according to T~resher (4 7}. . The 
more competitive college ad1'1ission become~, the more superlative the 
supposed personal·qualities .of appli~ants.have.become in attempts.to 
persuade the institution to disregard, in some instances, a record of 
mediocre aeademiq achievement. 
Jencks and Riesman (16, p. 130-131) make some rather interesting and 
appropriate -comments. They state that coHeges .are primarily interested 
in creating a more satisfactory and equable campus atmosphere, not in 
serving a large, remote, and oft~n ungrateful abstraction called 
"society". Colleges are ready tq assume that which is good is _determined 
not by tll.e transient adolescents who constitute the student body (or • 
would. constitute it if they were admitted) or by the vocal,alumni, but by 
the tenured adults who give their.lives. to the place,. Few colleges 
eyaluate applicants in terms of what the -college might. do for the -_student. 
They state that almost all colleges ask, impHcitly if not explicity,. 
what the student is likely to do for the college. 
Continuing, Jencks_ and Riesman (16) state_ that college faculties 
have.invented no de'\(ices for measuring growth during col:!,ege, much less 
for predicting which studel)tS will grow mqst on which type of campus. 
This is no accid~nt. Colleges are apparently unconcerned as to student 
growth in this sense. Rathel'. they_ are concerned with students' absolute -
levels of future atta~nment. A student who enters .college in the -_10th 
percentile of his generation and rises as a result of heroic.faculty 
effort to the 25th percentile may represent_more.value added than one who,. 
rises, from the ,90th or 95th percentile I but, the first stud.ent does not 
represen.t as much of a, public relations asset or in some ,instances as 
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large an alumni contribution. Jencks and Riesman (16) present criticism 
of the prevailing system.that often discriminates against a segment of 
the American population. 
As George B. Smith (42) reports, if students scoring below the 50th 
percentile on the A.C.E. and the Speed of Reading examinations had not 
been admitted to Kansas University, the five graduating classes included 
in his study would have been without 1,100 students. He also reported 
that the 1956-57 Kan~as University graduating class would not·haye 
included 202 teachers, 176 engineers, 22 journalists, 31 lawyers. 25 
medical doctors, 43 pharmacists, and 482 graduates of the College,of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and the School. of Business, 
Eggersten (8) takes issue with those institutions of higher learning 
that would limit their enrollment by selective admissions, He believes 
the basic argument for selective admissions hinges around the belief :that 
the unqualified can be eliminated and. colleges .will thus upgrade their 
programs. He points out, that this viewpoint, by implication, indicates 
that measures used for the selection process are valid and reliable, and 
he believes this to be far from the truth. He goes.on to point out that 
even when a minimum entrance.score is set on-the variety of screening 
devices.used by most colleges, there.is no rationale for assuming that 
the students whose scores fall just below the minimum are necessarily any 
leSiS qualified than those .who obtain scores above .. the arbit:rary cutting 
score., 
Healy (15) points out that there.appears to be only two ways in 
which open admissions could lower standards: first, by driving away 
really talented students, and second, by compelling the faculty to lower 
its ,standards to meet a.diminished capacity among the students. In his 
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consideration of the first possibility, he points out that in talking 
with students:at the City Uni'l(ersity of New York, the.majority of-the 
better students approve of the open door, which they see as.one method of 
allevi.ating some of. the social ills present in our society, He further 
states that the danger of faculty members lowering standards for dullards 
is not an-inevitabl.e consequ~nce~ He believ.es that standards should be. 
tied to what a univel'.sity does for.the student, rathei: than to th,e 
students' opening handicap. 
In his defense of the open door,system, Healy (15) states that there 
is, of course, the even deeper equivocation that_the objective criteria. 
are significantly ·.revealing or predictive abo~t what -a st:udent will do in 
college. . The facts are not . all that reassuring. Interestingly enough, 
the frequently ui:ged argument that grades occupy.a far too dominl;lnt posi-
tion .in Am~rican education is made more often by-the white, middle-class, 
stugents of impeccable objective scores than by the black or Puerto Rican. 
studentsq Heaiy states.that there are man:y areas of talent and ability 
that our tests never reach and.unless we are careful about where we plant 
our standard, we could be guilty of .accepting the.fact.that our teaching 
leaves these areas similarly untouched. In his opinion, in this technical 
society, it is a rare human-being who.can be written off at age.sixteen. 
~ . . . . . 
He also says that given the multiple inequities that, despite all our 
sk~ll and devotion, riddle our.secondary schools,there is surely ground 
enough to ma,ke the le~st sanguine wonder whether or not "under the low 
scores and middling averages a _great prince in prison lies." 
Felix C. Robb(33, p. 3) has viewssimilar to those of.Healy as is 
evidenced by his concern for tho~e other than the academic elite. He -
sta,tes, 
The colleges and universities likewise have a responsibility 
to the mid-range and the lower middle range of student~ who 
may become valuable citizens and careerists, Indeed, from 
this group ~ill come most of the people who, in the future, 
will endow our colleges! · 
Robb believes that prediction scales are based on the .belief that if we 
have evidence of what one .student has done in the past, then we can 
safely predict what he will do in the future, He believes there is a 
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fallacy in the belief that instruments can predict human behavior and, if 
this is true, the argument for using test results as a basis for estab-
lishing cutting scores for college entrance is invalid, 
J, W, Getzels (9) believes that the usual criteria for admission to 
many universities such as tests, recommendations and rank in class are 
biased in favor of students with "convergent" intellectual ability and 
therefore discriminate against the ones with "divergent" intellectual 
ability and social interests, who may in the long run prove to be more 
creative. He .believes that a concentrated effort should be made to 
recqgnize and create places in college for the superior divergent student 
as well as .for the superior convergent student, 
If one advocates the open door policy, the questi,on always arises 
concerning college becomirtg a "revolving door".because of the number of 
students who would be unable to meet the academic requirements during 
their initial yea,r in college, Perhaps the best answer to this problem 
hinges arounc). the willingness of open door colleges to provide the neces-
sary remedial work and supportive .services .necessary in order.to avoid 
the revolving door concept, 
After.two months of deliberation in New York City in 1969, the Board 
of Higher Education of ·New York issued the following st.atement which 
seems to support the open do9r concept: 
The bes.t way of determining whether· a potent;:ial student is 
capable of.college work is to admit.him to college.and evalu-
ate his performan<;,e th~re. Within th~ pool of 10,000 students 
rej ecte4 each year by the "traditional system'' and the 5 ,000 
rejected by SEEK and College Discovery there are thousands of 
students who, if given a.chance at college, would do satis-
factory, and even outstanding work. When all the students who. 
never apply to college becam:1e they have been to,ld ·through 
twelve years of previous education that· they· are not "college . 
material'' are added to this pool,, the great loss. in human 
potential generated by an exclusionary policy becomes-evident.· 
This city and this society cannot afford such a loss. (15, 
p. 67) . 
From the review of the literature, there appears._ to be a growing 
trend toward overemphasis and almost complete acceptance of test scores 
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for admissions, This is in opposition to the "open-door concept". When 
an admissions of~icer selects only from groups of students who they be-
lieve are qualified for college as a result of test scores, min,imwn sub-
ject matter requiremel}ts, recommendations, etc., they are in es~ence 
taking the position that a certain student or group of students is net 
qualified to receive a higher eq.ucation. When a student is deprived of 
his education in this way, there is reason to believe he will be handi-
capped in accomplishing all he might· in _ later life. 
If one takes the position that education .is primarily for the 
intellectual elite as.shown by current standards of measurements, then 
the American public should take the position that.since the _individual is 
going to profit by his education,. then the people who. fail to receive 
direct benefits in the.form of monetary gains should not be required to 
pay taxes for t4e support of higher eduyation, Probably very few educa-
tors.who believe in highly selective admissions criteria would be.in 
favor of only those who benefit financing higher e4ucation. However, 
many educators are willing to sei1 the value of .a col+ege .education by 
referring to highly quoted figures concerning how many more dollars the 
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college graduat~ earns in relation to th9se individuals who never attend 
college, This philosophy is in opposition to the "open.,.door concept" 
also, 
Education in a democracy needs and demands the development of-the 
potential of all its youth, not just the academic elite as determined by 
Cl,lrrent identification procedures, Testing has a place in education but 
many authors feel.it should be used as a basis for guidance information--
to aid the individual student to discover barriers he needs to overcome 
in relation to his personal goals, 
Need for Institutional Research 
In a recent study, Stasser (43) reported that several investigators 
have emphasized the need for institutional research in order to assess 
the relevance of predicting academic acQievement in any given institu-
tion, Because of the diversity found in various colleges, however, it 
seemed_probable that the factors influencing achievement _would also vary, 
Mayhew (25) also made an appeal for institutional research, Brown (5), 
in reviewing research on persqnality and college environment, indicated 
that differences in campus cultures should be considered in the predic-
tion of academic achievement, In reference to background factors related 
to academic achievement, Watson (49) stated that there was much variation 
in the relationship of nonintellectual factors and achievement as a 
function of the particular population and that more research was needed 
before using background factors, 
Even in different colleges .of the same university Brown.and DuBois 
(6) found that different characteristics resulted in achievement, 
McConnell_and Heist (26) mentione<;l. the variety in the social backgrounds, 
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values, interests, attitudes, and intellectual disposition of different 
colleges. Kearney (18) felt that there should be institutional investi-
gations of the able learner. Many researchers express the need for 
institutional research by dedicated educational investigators. 
Sununary 
From the review of literature it would appear that the "admissions 
problem" which is prevalent throughout our educational system has no one 
simple answer. Our population is increasing, the demand for new facili-
ties is great, and the public expects suitable conditions to meet the 
current demand. 
The characteristics of the modern-day college freshman are dramat-
ically different from his counterpart of yesterday. His beliefs, goals, 
and objectives are different. The move toward the universality of educa-
tion has apparently begun, and it appears that current trends in admission 
policies affect not. only the academically-disadvantaged but also the 
regular enrollee as well. 
The effect that admissions policy and thus retention standards have 
on the ever-increasing number of student applicants leads the author to 
believe that the educational system must make available policy and pro-
grams which best .serve all students. The academically-disadvantaged 
student has been the subject of research by many educators. Psycholo-
gists, sociologists and researchers have espoused varied theories per-
taining to achievement, reward, failure and success, When reviewing 
scholarly works from the above mentioned tenets the three predominantly 
researched areas are self, purpose and environme~t. The review of 
literature.included articles and books which emphasized the concept of 
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achievement and self (10,22,23,27,5). · Other studies stressed the 
importance of'p4rpose and beht;i.vior of individuals in regard to environ-. 
ment (19,21,28,31,41,S0,51)~ Carl Rogers devotes much.of·his scl:_lolarly 
writing to self·anq environment.(35,36,37,38,39). William Glasser writes. 
extensively.on the theory of Reality Therapy (3,12,13,20,27,51). Richard 
Robl (34) in his doctoral dissertaticm c:i. tes from tq.e above-mentioned 
sources.in regard to self, purpose, a~d environmental influence. Robl 
discusses underaGhievement at length and cites Kornrich (19); Leib and 
Snyder (22), Gilbreath (10) and Wellington a.J?.d Wellington· (51) as having 
done.extensive research in this area. After reviewing the above· 
mentioned the author conc~rs. 
The literature reviewed suggest~ that achievement.is directly tied 
to purpose a.J?.d ·goals in life (20 ,40 ,45) •. A person's goal in life and his 
perceived "purpose·fo:i;- being" dramatically affects how he responds to 
given stimuli. The academically-disadvantaged student might react. 
differently than tli.e regular enrollee within the same environment. 
Suitable admission pqlicies and adequate programs· to serve ~ the. 
regu~ar college enroll~e ~ the academically-disadvantaged student . 
appear to be an.urgent need in high~r education. The review of t}J.e 
literature suggests that current trends in admiss~on policy when coupled 
with the characteristics of the modern freshman enrollee dictate that new 
policies and programs be developed by institutions of higher learning if 
the.academically~disadvantaged student is to succeed in higher education.· 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The purposes of t~is chapter are to (a) explain the nature of ;the 
stuq.y, (b) present the selection and description of subjects,. (c) des-
cribe the design and procedures and (d) describe the data collection and. 
analysis. 
Nature of the Study 
This study was con4ucted by using a-descriptive research technique 
which was exploratory in nature. As .stated in Chapter I,. the _problem was 
to exa.mine·the ex~sting summer provisional admissions program at Oklahoilla 
State Univer.sity to detennine if ·the program provides. adequate mean~ for. 
assessing a student.'s ability' to succeed academically during regular term 
enrollment.· Through a descriptive research technique the participating 
subject~ from both groups (summer provisional admission and regular. 
summer admission) were assessed. 
The study required the ·.accumulation of data from freshman groups .. 
du~ing summer sess~on e~rollment for the six years (1968 through 1973) 
for which open admission for summer session was· effective, For these. 
years, data wa~ gathere4 for American Coll~ge Test scores, high sc~ool 
grade point averages and summer sqhool grade point averages for all 
participant~ in summer session classified as.first-time entering freshmen. 
' . . . ' . ' 
Alt Application.For AcJmission (see.Appendix.A) to the Oklahoma State. 
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University was,,completed by each student entering a summer session, All 
accumulated information for each applicant was retained in the Freshman 
Folder (see Appendix B) for review during the study project. All 
students who were admissible were mailed a letter of acceptance (see 
Appendix D) when the completed transcript was received by the _Office of 
Admissions, 
The applicants who were denied admission were mailed a letter of 
denial (see Appendix E) which, however, encouraged attendance in summer 
school, The students who attended summer school were those who contacted 
the Office of Admissions and visited with an admissions counselor in 
regard to the mechanics of enrolling, The students were informed at that 
time of the minimum retention requirements of the university and were 
given information concerning the summer session advisement program and 
enrollment clinic, Each student was made aware of the importance of 
maintaining an overall 1,6 grade point average while carrying six credit 
hours, The Probation Statement (see Appendix CJ was signed by each 
student not meeting the first-time entering freshman- admission require-_ 
men ts for the fall seme~ter, 
The study required that each summer session be reviewed in terms of 
number enrolled by category (probation and regular), and grade point. 
maintenance for each enrollee in each group, The data was _researched 
during the s~cond week of August of each year beginning in 1968 and con-
tinuing through 1973, 
Selection and Description of Subjects 
T_he two groups under consideration for this· study were summer proba-
tton enrollees" which includ~d Operation COPE enrollees,for the years 
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1968 and 196~, and_regular summer enrqllees. Both the summer-probation-
ary:enrollees·and the 0:E>eration COPEtenrollees were classified as 
academically-disadvantaged. students. The subjects, were. enrolled at·. 
Oklahoma State University for a summer session during the years.1968 
through 1973. 
Group I, the summer probation enrollees, was all summer-term stu-. 
dents who.failed to meet the admission requirements for r~gular-term 
enrollment at the host institution. Students cl.assified as Group. I were 
enrolled during tl?-e sumnier-sessions for the years.1968.through 1973. The 
1968.and 1969 years folllld Operation COPE enrollees in summer school. The 
COPE program,_which was created to assist the academically-disadvantaged 
student .was d_iscontinued after 1969. Altl).ough Operation COPE served -
students who for purposes of.this study would not be classified as 
academically-disadvantaged, only those COPE participants who failed to 
meet the regular-tenn admission requirements were considered in this 
research. 
Group.II, was composed of regular surmner enrollees for each year 
from 1968 through 1973. These studen_ts were those who met the admission 
requirements-for regular-tenn enrollment but who chose to attend summer 
s~ssion ra,her than wait until fall semester. 
The·selectic:>n of subjects.was controlled in that el:!,ch applicant's 
application was,reviewed.and an admission de~ision was made based upon 
the criteria required by the Stl:!,te Regents, Le., the admission standards 
for state supported institutions of higher education. Group I, the 
summer .. probation enrc:>llees, was .those students who had less than a 2.5 
G.P.A. (on ,a 4.0 scale), over fe,>ur years of high school ,credit, ranked in 
the lower one-half of their sen,ior class. and .who h~4 less than a 16 
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composite standard score on the American College Test (ACT), Group II 
was composed 6f those enrollees meeting. the al;>ove mentioned requirements 
(2,5 G,P,A,, or upper one-half of class, or 16 ACT). 
Data Collection and Analysis 
The·author collected data.during the summer session of 1968 in 
anticipation of doctoral study in the area of student personnel and 
guidance, It was apparent that many students were in need of assistance, 
both academically and personally, if they were to succeed in school 
during the summer session period. Operation COPE was initiated to assist 
summer enrollees in need of tt1,toringJ counseling, advisement and group_ 
interaction during the summer ~esston,. The decision to participate in 
the program was voluntary, 
According to Robl (34), Operation COPE students were drawn from the 
total population of high school seniors in Oklahoma.who scored 15 or 
below on the ACT Composite Score.and who sent their scores to Oklahoma 
State University, Some 35 students applied for the program during the 
1968. summer session, Twenty-four of the 35 were classified as 
academically-disadvantaged, In 1969, there were 24 students so classi-
fied who participated in the _COPE program, 
Group I was composed of the total population classified as probation 
enrollees for the years 1968 through 1973, Group II was composed of 100 
students randomly selected from the total populations for the years 1968 
through 1973, Permanent records, on file in.the Registrar's Office at 
Oklahoma State University, were utilized to collect the needed informa-
tion for the study, High schoQl grade point averages.and ACT scores were 
recorded in the incoming freshman folder at the time of enrollment, The 
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summersess:l.<:>n grade poin't: average.for e~ch student was also recorded in 
the Registrar's Office •. 
The data used to ex~ine the hypothesis for.this study was.collected 
before the beginning and after the en4ing of each·summer session at the 
host institution for the years 1968 through 1973. As previously stated, 
the high school a.J)d summer·.session g),"ade .Point averages and~ scores 
were obtained from the .. records Ol). file in the Registrar's Office at the 
Oklahoma.State University. The research findings were expressed by 
graphic and table explanation .and a point biserial correlation technique 
was.eJI\PlOyed to test for relationship between the two groups. These 
findings are presented in Chapter V of this study. 
Design and Procedures 
Each of.,the two setected groups under consideration for the study 
was.examined to determine if there was a significant relationship betweeri 
summer session college freshma.J) grade point averages and participation in 
two types of probationary progr1:1,ms at the Oklahoma,State Univers~ty. · The 
author examined high school grade point averages, ACT scores, and summer 
session grade point averages for the.existing groups for the .six years . 
.. for which data .was available. 
Data for Group I, the summer probation enrollees, were collected by 
enrollment number ii). the.Registrar's Office. As .previously stated, each 
student.within this gro1.1:p was assigned a Freshman Folder (see Appendix B) 
which served as. a receptacle for the student's application form, enroll-
ment reservation sheet, official high school .. transcript, and ACT score· 
copy from th~ American College Test~ng Program. Data for Operation COPE 
students in Group I were takem · from a list of participants supplied by 
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Dr, Richard Rohl, administrator of t}?.e COPE Program during 1968 and 1969. 
For each student subject,. grade point averages for both high school and 
summer session enrollment, as well as ACT scores, were drawn from the -
student's permanent record in the Registrar's Office. Data for subjects 
in Group II, the regular summer session enrollees, were drawn from 
permanent.files in the Registrar's Office ru:i.d a random selection of 100 
students was employed. The randomization proces~ was completed for the 
1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973 years by programming the Oklahoma State Univer-
sity comEuter IBM 360 Model 65 for random selection. The total bank 
data was pre-recorded on IBM computer storage tape. The needed data was 
not on computer storage·for the.1968 and 1969 years, therefore a table of 
random numbers was utilized. Graphic and table explanation and a point 
biserial correlation technique were utilized to express the findings of 
the study. All first-time entering freshmen who met the admission 
requirements for regular term enrollment at the host institution were 
classified as Group II. The regular summer session enrollees were both 
residents .. and non-residents of Oklahoma and no distinction was made 
between the two classifications for the purposes of this study, 
A point biserial correlation technique and graphic and table 
explanation were employed to express the differences and relationship 
between the two groups under consideration, Graphic treatment was 
intended only to exemplify each group in relation to each other at the 
host institution, 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
The presentation of the data and findings of this research will be 
reported as they relate to the research question as presented in Chapter 
I, The format for this chapter will be that of (a) stating the .research 
question (b) discussing implications of the question, and (c) presenting 
a table and graphic explanation of the collected data~ In addition the 
research question and correlation technique (d) will be presented with a 
point biserial statistical measure to examine the relationship between 
summer session college freshman grade point averages and participation in 
two types of probationary programs at the .Oklahoma State University, A 
summary .of the chapter is presented in the conclusic;m. 
Research Question 
There is a significant relationship between college freshman summer 
session grade point averages and participation in two types of provisional 
admission programs at the .Oklahoma.State University. 
Discussion 
A student's ability to succeed in college is affected by many 
factors, some being influenced by. the student and his famqy background 
and some being biologically inherent within the student and therefore.not 
affected by environment.per se. The intent of this study is not to 
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debate either side but rather to explore factual academic achievements.of 
participating'students at the Oklahoma.State University summer session 
enrollments· during the years 1968 through 1973., . 
The summer session provisional admission program was originated by 
order of the Oklahoma State Regents for·Higher Education, .the governing 
board for all state.tax-suppqrted institutions of higher learning in 
Oklahoma, No specific guidelines acco~panied the directive from the 
Regents, Each institution was responsible for implementing its own.pro-
visional program to serve those students who entered college under the 
provisional summer policy. 
If a student was enrolled in a minimum of six credit hours for the 
summer term and maintained a 1.6 G,P,A. his enrollment was continued for 
the fall semester, A student, entered under the provisional admission 
policy) who failed to maintain a L6 G,P.A. over six credit hours was not 
permitted to. enroll for the following fall semester, It was the respon .. 
sibility of the admissions office to maintain control in regard to the 
probationary students' enrollmentJor fall semester. 
As stated by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, the 
criteria for determining the probability of academic success was a 
"successful" summer session by virtue of maintaining a L 6 G, P.A. over 
six credit hours. Two different varieties of programs served the summer 
session enrollee at the Oklahoma State University during the six years 
under consideration for the study, one for the.probation enrollee and one 
for the regular enrollee. Statistics are presented in Table I. 
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TABLE I 
SUBJECT GROUP DESCRIPTIONS 
Group A4 BS c6 o7 
r2 24 1.85 12.62 2.26 
19681 
u3 100 2.93 19.17 2.47 
I 24 2.00 12.91 2.17 
19691 
II 100 2.87 19.64 2.52 
I 15 2.00 12.66 1.15 
1970 
II 100 3.01 20.19 2.49 
I 27 1.89 12.73 1.65 
1971 
II 100 2.86 19.63 2.51 
I 19 1.87 12.33 1.87 
1972 
II 100 2.98 18.85 2.49 
I 31 2.01 11. 51 1.26 
1973 
II 100 2.95 18.52 2.42 
lcoPE Program years. 
2Group I= summer school probation enrollees, 
3Group II = regular sununer school enrollees. 
4A = number enrolled. 
SB= mean high school G.P.A. 
6c = mean ACT score. 
7o = mean sununer school G.P.A. 
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Table and Graphic Explanation of Data 
Tabl_e I presents a group description of student subjects by year. 
The years 1968 through 1973 are presented with scores, by group, reflect-
ing the mean high school grade point averages, mean AC.T scores and mean . 
summer session grade point averages •. 
Group I subjects were those students enrolled as summer p~obation 
enrollees. The description of the subjects by group in regard to mean 
high school grade point averages and mean ACT scores is compatible in 
that Group I was selecteq. by criteria for admission established by the 
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. Group II was selected 
randomly from total population. during each summer session. 
Group II subjects were those students enrolled as regular summer 
scho9l enrollees. The number of subjects enrolled in each group is pre-
sented in Table I indicating the mean high school grade point average, 
mean American College Testing (ACT) score,; and mean summer school grade 
point average. Group II, the regular summer enrollees., were 100 subjects 
randomly selected from the total populati,ons during each summer session 
1968 through 1973. There were 246 enrollees in 1968 classified as regu-
lar summer school enrollees, 249 in 1969, 247 in 1970, 262 in 1971, 180 
in 1972 and 201 in 1973, 
In regard to mean summer sch.col g:r;ade point averages by group, the. 
mean summer school grade point averages for Group I during 1968 and 1969 
were notably higher than for 1970 through 1973 summer terms, Group II 
mean summer school grade point averages were similar during the six years. 
Table II presents the summer school probation retention percentage 
rate for the years 1968 through 1973. It should be noted that in 1969, 
of the four students failing to achieve 1.6 G.P.A., two were not enrolled 
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TABLE II 
SUMMER. SCHOOL .PROBATION ·RETENTION PERCENTAGE ··RATE 
Year Total Number Achieving Percentage Percentl:!,ge 
Enrolled Less Than 1.6 G.P.A. · Succ~ss Failure 
1968 24 2 91. 7 8.3 
1969 .. 24 41 83.4 16.6 
1970. 17 11 35.3 64.7 
1971 27 12 55.6 44.4 
1972 19 6 68.5 31.~ 
1973 33 20 39.4 60.6 
i2 of the 4 were not CO~E participan1;:s. 
3.8 
in the·· COPE program. . During the years 1968 and 1969 when the COPE.· pro-
gram .was in effect, a 91. 7 percent and 83.4 percent success rate was. 
seen. The· years 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973 reflect a lower percentage of 
success·for the summer school probation enrollee. The·percentage of 
success during the 1972 year is somewhat higher than the.1970, 1971 and 
197'3years. This is perhaps explained in part by t}:le method employed by 
the Admissions Office staff during the 1972 summer session enrollment. 
Each individual student.of the total of 19 was instructed te> enroll only 
in a six hour schedule in which he felt most comfortable and proficient. 
Thus, courses in mathematics, chemistry, biological sciences and many 
English composition courses were avoided. 
The years 1970 and 1973 showthe highest percentage rate.of student 
failure with 64.7 percent and 60.6 percent of the total number of stu-
dents, respectively, failing, The years 1971 and 1972 show 44 .4 perGent .. 
and 31. 5 percent failure rate for the summer session probation enrollees, 
Figure 1 presents the mean high school grade point averages by group 
for the years 1968 through 1973. The summer school probation enrollees 
during 1968 reflected a mean high school grade point average of 1.85 on.a 
4,00 scale, This was the lowest mean high school grade point average for 
the .six years being considei:ed. The summer school probation enrollees 
during 1973 had a mean high school grade point average of 2. 01. The mean 
high sch.ool grade point average in both 1969 and 1970 was 2. 00 for summer· 
scho9l probation enrollees. 
As is seen by Figure 1 the summer school regular enrollees were 
approximately one grade point higher than probation enrollees in regard 
to mean high school grade point average~ for the years 1968 through 1973. 
The 1968 mean high school grade point average for the summer school. 
G. P.A. 
4,00 
3.00 .. ----- ... - - ---·- -- ----..- ------ -·-- ----- _. 
2,00 
1.00 
0, 00 ........ ---+---+----+---+--........ --1------11----- YEAR 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Figure 1. Mean High School Grade Point Average 
------=summer school.regular enrollees; 
--- = sununer school probation enrollees. 
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regular enrollee was 2. 93, and the highest mean. high school grade point · 
average of 3~·01 was registered during 1970. All six years under consid-
eration reflected an approximate 3.00 mean high school grade poin~ 
average for t~e summer school·regul~ enrollee. 
Figure 2 presents the mean ~ score.~, by group, for the years 1968 
through 1973. · The summer school probation enrollees' score~ reflect a 
mean standard score of.12.91 on the Am~rican College Test for the year 
1969. This is the highest:mean score for the six ye~rs 1968 through 
1973. ~e lowest mean £ score, by group, was registered during the 
year 1973 with an 11.51 mean ·being reflected. The mean.ACT scores for ·- ' 
· al 1 :years : claster near the 12. 00 standard score , area for the summer 
schoQl probation enrollees. 
The· summer school .. regular enrollees, as indicated.· in Figure 2 are. 
notahly·0higher in the mean ACT standard score area with most scares '·-. . . ·. ' 
approximately 19.00. The lowest mean of the six years, an 18.52 mean 
ACT, was.earned in 1973. · The. highest mean ACT by year, 20.19, was 
established during 1970, for the .summer school regular enrollees.. Both 
the.regular enrollees and the probation enrollees.experienced a decline 
.in mean ACT scores beginning in 1971 and continuing through the year 
1973. 
Figure . 3 presents the. mean .. summer school. grade point averages· by. 
group for.the years.1968..through 1973. The mean summer school grade 
. poin'f; aveJ;age . for the summer school probation enrollees for the 1970 year 
was 1.15 on a,4.00 scale. It _should be.notecJ that this was.the lowest 
mean for the six years under consideration. The highest mean:was found 
during the 1968 session with .a 2.26 being noted. The 1969 session found 











1968. 1969· 1970 · 1971 197-2 1973. 
Figure 2 •. Mean American College Testing (ACT) Score 
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Figure 3. Mean Summer School Grade_Point Average 
lcoPE Program years. ------=summer school 




enrollees.. The· 1970 session ended with ·a summer school mean grade point 
average · of 1.15 being accumulated by the probation enroll~es. The 1971 
year followed with a 1.65 mean .being reflected. The 1972 and 1973 years· 
indicated a mean of 1.87 and 1.26, respectively. The mean grade point· 
averages for the summer school probation enrollee were notably lower 
beginning with ·the 1970 summer session and continuing through the 1973 
summer term. 
The-regular enrollee during summer.school for the years 1968 through 
1973 accumulated an approximate_grade point average of 2.52 on a 4.00 
scale. The mean summer school grade point average for the _1973 enrollee 
group was.2.42. This was.the lowest mean for the six years being re-
viewed.· The highest .mean :grade point average for summer school was found 
during the 1969 year with, a mean of -2. 52 being reflected. 
Research Question and\Correlation Technique 
There is a significant relationship between college freshman Sl!,mmer 
session grade point averages. and participation in ,two types of provi"." 
sional admission programs at the Oklahoma State University. This was the 
research question as presented in.Chapter I. 
To examine the relationship between.college freshman summer session 
grade point averages and participation in.two types of provisional admis-
sion programs a point biserial correlation technique was.used. The 1968 
. and 1969 years . foun<:l the . COPE· Program in effect at Oklahoma State Uni ver-
sity. There were 48 students who.participated in the program. From the-
1970.through 1973 academically-disadvantaged population a random selec-
tion of 48 students was made, T~e following point biserial correlati.on 
formula wa~ employeq: 
r .P bis= 
x - x p q 
s 
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As mentioned above, the number in each group considered was 48. Th~ 
COPE Program students during 1968 ancl 1969 totaled 48 with 24. being found 
during each year. A mean of 22.25 was observed for the COPE student 
group and a mean of 15.22 was.found for the 48 students randomly selected 
from the population for the 1970 through 1973 years. The square root of. 
Group p multiplied by Group q was .5, The point biserial correlation 
value was 0.3931 which was significant at the ,01 level, 
It appears that there is a definite correlation between success in 
summer school and the type of provisional admission program which was 
provided for summer session enrollees. The point biserial correlation 
technique found the probability being greater than ,01,. 
Summary of Findings 
The mean high school grade point averages and the mean ACT scores 
for Group I . and Group II were compatible, in that the admissions criteria 
as established by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education served 
as a guideline for admitting students, The mean summer school grade 
point averages for the COPE Program students were notably higher. than the 
mean summer school grade point averages for the .students during the years 
when the COPE Program was not in effect, 
The summer school probation reten~ion percentage rate as shown in 
Table II indicates that the percentage. of failure was. lower during the 
years 1968 and 1969, The 1972 year percentage of failure was somewhat 
lower than for the 1970, 1971 and 1973 years, During this year the 
Admissions Office at the Oklahoma State University stressed that the ,19 
enrollees carry ·six hours of course work of · their choosing. . This would 
perhaps explain-the 31.5% figure. 
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The point biserial correlat~on technique.used to examine the rela; 
tionship·between college freshman summer session grade point averages and 
participation in two types of provisional admission programs found a 
correlation value of O. 3931 ·· to be . significant at the· • 01 level. The 
results·indieated that there was a definite relationship between college 
freshman summer school grade point averages a~d participat~on in two 
types of provisional admission programs at the Oklahoma State University. 
Chapter V presents the summary and conclusions from the study and makes 
reconunendations in regard to the findings. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ·. 
Review of .the St.udy. 
The purpose of this study was.to review two sununer session college 
freshman groups during the years 1968 through 1973 at the Oklahoma State 
University in regard to academic success as defined by continued e~roll-
ment in the fall semestero The study was designed to investigate the 
existing sununer provisional acl,mission program in order to determine the 
effectiveness of the program as an adequate means of facilitating student 
growtho 
The study involved the .accul!lulation of data pertaining to first-time 
. entering college freshmen students at the Oklahoma.State University. 
Necessary data was on file in the Registrar's Office in the students' 
permanent record fileo The students were listed both alphabetically and 
by. enrollment .numbero The ACT test scores were. obtained from the Ameri-
can College Testing Program, Iowa City, Iowa, High school grade point 
averages were, obtained from the complete and official high school tran-
scripts in the Office of Admissionso Summer school grade point averages 
for all students in the study were drawn from computer tape (student 
information bank) in the University Computer Center in the mathematical 
sciences building,· 
The group defined as. sununer school .. regular enrollees was all 
stude~ts who me~ the.first-time entering freshman admission requirements 
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as established by the Oklahoma·State_Regents for Higher Education and 
enrolled at the-Oklahoma State Un~ver~ity duri:n.g the summer session. The 
group ,defined as ·summer school probaticm· en:r;ollees was all students who 
failed t~·meet the-first-time entering freshman admission requiremet:tts 
and thus attended summer session •.. The State Regen.ts requireme~ts state_ 
that the students failing to meet.the first-time entering freshman admis-
sion requirements must enroll in a. ·minimum of six credit hours and main-
tain a 1.60 G.P.A. on a 4.00 scale in .order to continue en.rollment during 
the fall term. 
The probation .enrollees :were permitted to enroll in any six credit 
hours·:that they and their advisers agreed upon. These _students were 
encouragedr by.the Admissions Qffice·al)d the academic adviser to enroll in 
no more.than six credit hours. The regular enrollees were permitted to 
enrell in as many hours_as they chose (a maximum of nine). 
The number-enrolled, the mean high school grade.point averages, the 
mean American· C_ollege Test. scores and the mean . summ~r school grade point 
averages were presented by group for each year 1968 through 1973. - Graph 
and table explanations were bo~h presented._ A point biserial correlation 
technique·was employed to test for a relationship between two distinctive 
provisional summer programs for.the academically-disadvantaged. One pro-
gram, Operation GOPE ~as in effect during the years 1968.and 1969. The 
years_l970 through 1973 found no existing special services program for 
the academicaUy-disadvan~age~ freshma:r,. enrollee. 
SUII)lllary of Findings 
The research question under review stated that there is a signifi-
can~ relationship between_. college freshman s~mmer session grade point 
averages.and participation_in·two types of provisional admission, programs. 
at the ·Oklahoma State Un~versity. · The point biserial correla~ion tech-:-
nique employed to test for a;relationship between c9llege freshman summer 
session grade point averages for probation ·enrollees and type of provi-
sional ad.mission program found a value of O. 3831 _which. was .significant at 
the .• 01 level. It appears· that a definite relationship exists between . 
suce~ss in summer school and the type of provisional ad.mi~sion program in 
effect~ 
The comparison of.high school grade 0 point averages; ACT scores and 
. . -
summer-session grade point averages by group are shown in Table I for the 
yea~s · 1968 through 1973. Table II, the summer school probation retent~on 
perce~tage·rate indicat~d that durin~ the years 1968_and 1969, when 
Operation COPE was in effect .. the percentage of failure was notably lower 
than the percentage of failure.listed for the 1970 through 1973 years. 
These figures are supportive of the point biserial correlation result 
which in4icate a high degree·ef relationship between ac;::ademic success in 
summ~r· school and type of provisional. ad.mission program employed for 
summer session probation enrollees. 
·The mean high school,grade point averages for the .two groups con-:: 
sidered in this study are refflect,ed i~ Fi~re 1. The summer school. 
regular enrollees were notah.ly higher in this· measure with each year from 
1968 through 1973 indicattng an approximate full grade point variation. 
The summer school re~lar enrollees reflect an approximate 3.00 high 
school G.P~A. throughout the·.six years .under con~ideration, while the 
summer school probation enrollees accumulated an apvroximate high school 
grade.point average_of 2.00 on a 4.09 scale. 
The American College Test sta.Il.dard score mean by group is prese~ted 
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in Figure 2 with the summer school regular enrollees scoring approxi-
mately seven points higher on the average throughout the six years under 
consideration.· The summer school regular enrollees ACT scores reflect a 
mean of approximately 19 during each of the six years. The summer school 
probation .enrollees mean ~ seores reflect an approximate mean of 12 for 
the six yearso The ACT means for both groups declined somewhat beginning 
in 1971 and eentinuing through the year 1973, 
Perhaps the most significant findings of the study are presented in 
Figure 3 which expressed the mean summer school grade point averages for 
both groups under consideration. While the summer session regular 
enrollee maintained an approximate 2,50 G.P,A, throughout,each of the six 
years shown, the summer session probation enrollees show a dramatic 
decline in grade point average beginning with the year 1970 and continu-
ing through the year 1973, The Operation COPE student maintained a 
consistently higher summer sc.hool grade point average than did the .same 
student (so classified as academically-disadvantaged) during the years 
1970 through 1973 when there was no provisional admission program to 
serve the enrollee. 
It should be noted that the findings of this exploratory study are 
the result of one particular approach. to reviewing the acad'emically-
disadvantaged student and his many problems in the educational setting at 
one institution, As stated in the limitations.of the study the results 
of this study should not be generalized to other settings, 
Recommendations and Conc+usions 
In. our educational society today there. are found many classifica-
tions, of students in regard, to academic.success, This study would 
suggest that:·the academically·disadvantaged, freshman at the Oklahoma 
' ' 
State University is properly:elassified·whenin competition with the 
student who.has met the prescribed admission criteria. 
Many institutions today are confronted. with the problem of how to 
better serve the student who does.not possess qualities of academic 
so 
superiority. It would appear that in most.instances the.quality student 
meets the admission requirements, suec~eds.academically and graduates 
' ' 
with relatively·little difficulty. This is not true.for the 
academically-disadvantaged enrollee at the-, Oklahc;,ma. Sta'l:e University •. 
This_ study would suggest that we as educators should review not only our 
crite,ria for e~tablishing admission stand,ard~ but also our educational 
programs which serve :our students. 
The academically-disadvantaged student is permitted to enter on 
prc;,bation at the Oklahoma State Un~versity and is then confronted with 
competing with quality enrollees within the existing educational programs 
available, It is.this researcher's contention that administrators.and 
faculty advisers are not intentionally shirking the~r professional duty 
but are rather oblivious to the unique problems confronting the enrollee . 
classified as academically-disadvantaged. This study suggests that this 
student does not do as well academically as the studei:it who has met the 
admission c~iteria, 
Duri11,g the years 196.8 and 1969 when the expe~imental Operation COPE 
program was in effect offering tutorial service, advisement, counseling, 
and personal relationships between faculty and student partic~pant, there 
appears a higher degree of academic success for the freshman enrollee. 
The years.1970 through 1973 do not reflect this success rate. Progr~ms 
to serve the academically-disadvantaged college freshman are desperately 
nee_ded if our institutions of higher educ;ation. are to a~cept the . 
challenge of our society's demand for universal education. In view of 
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the firidings of this. study the. following rec~mmendations .. are prese~ted: 
(1) long-range planning for academic advisement programs:to assist 
the.academically-dis~dvantaged-student; 
(2) longitudinal studies involving the academically-disadvantaged 
enrollee; 
(3) new counseling programs specifically for the academical~y-
disadvantaged student; 
(4) research studies in .rega~d ~ admission practices and ho\;\' they. 
affect the academically-disadvantaged student at various types,of 
instit~tions; and 
(5) modified course sch'eduling procedures to assist the 
academically-disadvantaged student, 
The data. from. th.is study in regard to academic Sl.lccess would suggest 
.-, ·---. 
that·the academically-disadvantaged student will require assistance by 
special programs:of services if positive results a:r:e obtained. Guidance 
and counseling, modified course scheduling procedures, special tutoring 
and interpersonal experienc~s should perhaps be considered to assist the 
academically-disadvantaged enrollee.. It is and. should be. the responsi-
bility of.every eduqator to assist in the deyelopment of new programs for 
the academically-disadvantaged st1,1dent through professional study, aware-
nes~ and-conc~rn for th~ welfare;Of these.individuals. 
Education in our democratic so_ciety needs and demands the _deve~op- . 
ment:of ·the potential of all its youth, not just the ac~demicelite as 
determined by current, identificaticm procedures, The. review of. 1i tera-
t1,1re forthis study suggests that programs are needed.to serve both the 
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regular college student and.the ac~demically-disadvantaged enrollee. 
Institutions of higher education should provide aqequl:!,te progrl:!,ms to 
serve the enrollee or a complete.revision of.admissions practices should 
be considered. The educational and personal development of the student 
is.our goal, 
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION Please complete ond return to Office of Admiuion, b••. ,...,.,,. side for admi"ioni requirem•nts) 
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Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 Non-resident, of o•lohoma {except 1tudents appl)'ing for a~miuion to the Grad· 
vote Collete) must file with their application a S10 application lee. This fee i, 
.reqUi,ed before th,i, application will be considered. and will not be refunded or 
tlP,plied toward any fHt regordle11 of whether the student is admitted . 
. Student Information 
M,. 
1. Mi11 
• Mrs. LAST Fl118T MIDDLI: SC?CIAL SECUIUT"I' NO. 
(Give Full legal Nome' abo..,.. In succeeding t~rms you are to register b,y this name and no other unleu name is legally chanc,ed.) 
do hereby make application for admi11ion to Oklahoma State Universitr. I plan to enroH for the FoU 19 ___ . Spring 19 ---· Summer 19 ___ . 
Permanent Home Address 
STREET STATE .... HOME PHONE 
Present Addren 
•TREIET CITY STATE .... YEARS LIYEO AT THI• ADDRESS 
Dote of Birth Place of Birth -------------- Marital Status: Married ----Single-----
MONTH DAT CITY STATE 
last High School attended --------------------------- Date of High School graduation -------
NAM£ OP' SCHOOL LOCATION OP' •CH.OOL 
NOTE: If you have NOT attended another college, your complete high school transcript must be mailed to the Office of Admissions before Rnal acceptance 
can be made. 
father's Name:---------------- Address: ------~--------------------------
STREET 011 P,O, aOx 
Mother's Nome: Address: 
STIIEET OR P.O. IIIOX 
Years parents have lived ot the above address: Father 
Please indicate by 
"checking" the 
program in which 
you intend to 
enroll. 







O Art& & Sciences O Business Administration 
O Home Economics O Engineering 




GRADUATE and PROFESSIONAL 
(See reverse side under 
Graduate an~ Professional) 
O Graduate College 
O Veterinary Medicine 
O Professional Engineering 
ZIPCOOE 
ZIP CODE 
Have you attended any college? ---------- U the answer i1 .. ., .... then complete the TRANSFER STUDENTS section 1isted below. 
t ANSWER YES OR NOt 
TRANSFER STUDENTS (To be completed by students who have previously attended college) 
list below oll colleges ott~nded. You must ·,ubmit official transcripts of All college work attempted. Failure to list All· colleges attended will couae you to 
be dismissed from Oklahoma State University. 
Colleges ottended location of colleges from to Grode average 
Total liou11 
attempted 
If Oklahoma State University requests more infoi'mation pertaining to my academic and personal records than is shown on my official tronscriph. 
I hereby authorize those colleges listed above to release such informotion.. to Oklahoma State University. 
•TRAf.JSFUI STUDENT.$ SIGNATUlt:Et OAT£ 
Required Certification 
Are you a re-sident of Oklahoma according to the provisions below? (yes or no). Undecided., see attached letter · 0 A married student 
or a student 21 years of age or over, who has not lived in the State of Oklahoma for at least 12 months immediately preceding his enrollment at Oklahoma 
State University will be classed as a non-Oklahoma Student.' Twelve months ottendanH in college· or University in the Stole of Oklahoma don not. within 
itself, entitle a student to claim Oklahoma residence under this. provision. • 0 , 
A minor student who is not married and whose parents hove not established permanent residence in the State of Oklahoma prior to the student•, enrollment 
in a semester or term will be .classed as a Non-Oklahoma student for that seme_ster. These ·provhions ore flot all inclusive of the regulotions governing the 
classification of students as res.idents or non-residents. Any student who cannot determi11e his ~lo11i.fication fr6m these provisions shauld attach to his application 
o letter of u:plonation. 
1f I am accepted as a student of Oltlahomo State University I agree to obey all rules ana regulatio~s of the University. 
Hove you ever been cOnvicted· of o crime or dismi11ed. u:pe1ted. or suspended from any school or i:ollege? - - - - - - - Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(If "yes", please write a full e,cplcinolion of 1he circumstances of such action and attach it to this Opplicolion,) 




------T-o be filled in by student-------, 
PRINT IN INK 
Give FUll NAME when filling out this form, On oll enrollment forms you are to 
register by this name and no oth'!!r unless nam• is lagally chang.d. lf you liilraduate 
your diploma will carry this name. 
Mr. 
FULL Miss 
NAME Mn. __ · __ ··---------------------------------------
LAST FIRST MIDDLE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER '--------..'.----------------------
BIRTH DATE--------------------------------------------
MONTH. DAY YEAII· 
BIRTH PLACE 
Cl1Y STATE COUNTY 
PARENT OR 
GUARDIAN--------------------------------------------




GUARDIAN ------------ · --------------- . ---------------








I am enrolling in the e411lege aF 
Ci AGRICULTURE 
O ARTS & SCIENCES 
O BUSINE~S 
O El>UCATION 
O ENGINEERIHG . 
O tlOME ECONOMICS 
O TECHNOLOGY 
Oklahoma State University 
. Deposit $20.00 
To be paid by those 
students who plan to 
enroll at OSU. 
~--NOT TO BE FILLED IN BY STUDENT---
2 3 
4 5 6 
Oklahoma Resident o A 
RESIDENT CLASSIFICATION Non-Resident o B 
International 
HIGH SCHOOL CODE 
RANK IN CLASS 














Oklahoma State University 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS· AND REGISTRAR . I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 WHITEHURST HALL . (405) 372-6211, EXT. 7722 
I fully understand that my summer enrollment is enrollment .2!l . 
probation and that I must carry a minimum of six hours and 
maintain a 1.6 grade point average in order to continue at OSU 







Oklahoma State University I OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRAR 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
WHITEHURST HALL 
(405) 372-6211, EXT. 7722 
Welcome to Oklahoma S~ate University and the Freshman Class of 
1968. Your high school transcript has been received and we are 
happy to inform you that you have been accepted. We shall be 
looking forward to your visit to our campus to complete your 
enrollment. · 
A form is enclosed which should be completed and returned to 
this office. Please indicate the dates you would prefer to. 
visit the campus to complete your enrollment. We will reserve 
a place for you on one of the dates and return a reservation 
card to you along with.instructions on when and where to report 
after arriving on the campus. 
If you should need additional information pertaining to the 
University, prior to or after your arrival on campus, please 
feel free to call on this office. 
Sincerely yours, 
Raymond Girod 







Oklahoma State University I OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRAR 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
WHITEHURST HALi 
(405) 372-6211, fXT; 7722 
Your application for admission has been received and has been 
given careful consideration. We appreciate your interest in OSU 
and hope that sometime in the future Oklahoma State University-
can be of assistance to you; however, we cannot accept you for 
admission to the 1973 Fall Semester because your high school 
transcript does not meet our minimum requirements. 
If you wish to pursue an academic program at Oklahoma State 
I 
University, we would suggest that you enroll for sunnner session 
in six or more semester credit hours. If you achieve a grade point 
average of 1.6 or higher, you would be permitted to enroll for our 
fall semester on probation. If you do not wish to enroll for 
66 
summer session, you may enroll in an accredited college or university 
and after you have satisfactorily completed 12 or more semester credit 
hours, C average over all work attempted, you may apply for admission 
to OSU as a transfer student. 
I hope that our refusal to accept you for the coming Fall Semester 
does not cause you to abandon your plans to continue your education. 
Please contact this office if we may assist you. 
Sincerely, 
Raymond Girod 
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